The Constitutional Law Scholarship of Thomas McIntyre Cooley

By Paul D. Carrington*

I. INTRODUCTION

Thomas McIntyre Cooley won a national reputation as a legal scholar unequalled by any American in his time. Between 1868 and 1879, he wrote original treatises on Constitutional Limitations,¹ Taxation,² and Torts,³ and edited Joseph Story’s Commentaries on the Constitution⁴ and William Blackstone’s Commentary on English Law.⁵ He also wrote several other books⁶ and many articles addressed to a general audience. He ceased his career as an author of legal texts in 1884,⁷ but some of his works, including the treatises on Constitutional Limitations and Torts were kept up by other authors for many years after his death.⁸ He has been cited hundreds of times by the Supreme Court of the United States⁹ and countless times by other American courts.

Although in his lifetime Cooley was regarded as America’s greatest legal writer, his reputation has not fared well in this century. Chiefly this is so because he was cited, years after his death and decades after he had ceased writing, in Supreme Court opinions¹⁰ that were disapproved by
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3. A Treatise on the Law of Torts or The Wrongs which are Independent on Contract (1879) (hereafter cited as Torts).


5. WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON LAWS OF ENGLAND (1871).


7. The Elements of Torts (1895).

8. Later editions of Constitutional Limitations were produced by Alexis C. Angell (1890), Victor H. Lane (1903), and Walter Carrington (1927). Later editions of Torts were produced by John Lewis (1906) and Avery Haggard (1932).

9. Westlaw lists 714 citations; Lexis more than 1000.

writers assigning Cooley responsibility for their outcomes. It was supposed by many that he was a social Darwinist\(^\text{11}\) of the stripe of Herbert Spencer\(^\text{12}\) and William Graham Sumner.\(^\text{13}\) He was accused of conspiring to forestall and prevent progressive legislation.\(^\text{14}\) Extravagant inferences were drawn regarding Cooley's politics and his aims as a writer.\(^\text{15}\)

11. J. Francis Paschal, Mr. Justice Sutherland: A Man Against the State 9 (1951) (hereafter cited as Paschal).


15. Of these, Twiss op. cit. n. 14 is perhaps most extreme in describing Cooley's treatise as a "direct counter" to Das Capital. At p. 18, Jacobs op. cit. n. 14, apparently basing his observance wholly on frequency of citation nominated Cooley as "the principal contributor to the cause of constitutional laissez-faire in the era following the Civil War." At p. 27. Those who later saw ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment as a conspiracy to secure property rights against socialism regarded Cooley as one of the conspirators, his treatise being the evidence. See Howard J. Graham, The Conspiracy Theory of the Fourteenth Amendment, 47 Yale L.J. 371 (1938). See also James Willard Hurst, The Growth of American Law: The Law Makers 338 (1950); Paschal op. cit. n. 11.
In two previous articles, I have presented an assessment of Cooley’s career. In “Law as The Common Thoughts of Men”: The Law Teaching and Judging of Thomas Cooley,16 I explored his understanding of the role of law in a democratic society. His views were clearly derived from the Jacksonian democratic persuasion he imbibed as a youth and that continued to inform his understanding of the world around him. He adhered to the Jacksonian Equal Rights doctrine summarized in the slogan: “free schools, free labor, free trade, and free speech.”17 He represented a legal and judicial profession aiming to serve a classless society. In this, he contrasted sharply with his contemporary, Christopher Columbus Langdell, and equally but in quite different ways to his younger counterpart, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Junior. As a teacher, unlike Langdell, he sought to share his democratic values and his professional insights with all who sought them, without pretense and without exclusivity. As a judge, unlike Holmes, he strove to understand legal texts as they would be understood by his fellow citizens and to be a “safe judge,” not one given to expressing his personal genius.

In The Graying of Thomas Cooley: The Jacksonian Roots of Progressivism,18 I reviewed Cooley’s late career as founding chair of the Interstate Commerce Commission and commentator on legal issues arising in the years after he had subsided as teacher, judge, and scholar. Still a committed Jacksonian, he remained cautious about the role of government and continued to prefer local government as the most democratic kind, but he came at last to the view that the industrial revolution forced a more active role on the national government as the only political instrument large enough to control the predatory conduct of capital.

A thread common to the beliefs of the younger and the older Thomas Cooley was the belief, conventional among the generation who fought the war for American independence, that a republic could be sustained only by vigilant attention to the common welfare of those farmers and workers and their spouses who did the world’s work and who bore and raised the next generation of loyal citizens willing to make sacrifices for the common good. Young Cooley thought that farmers and artisans were better able to take care of themselves if the government seldom intervened in their lives. Older Cooley reluctantly concluded that “arrogant wealth” could not be trusted to take proper account of the common welfare, and that industrial workers were unable to protect themselves without the help of government. In this limited sense, he was among the first American Progressives.

My purpose in this article is to confirm this view of Cooley as a

---


18. This article will be published in the next issue of the Iowa Law Review as: Law and Economics in the Creation of Federal Administrative Law: Thomas Cooley, Village Elder to the Republic.
forerunner of Progressives by an examination of his scholarship in the field of constitutional law. It was his scholarship, particularly Constitutional Limitations, that brought him into disfavor in this century. I here seek to rehabilitate his reputation as an uncommonly wise and humane citizen by reading his scholarship as the product of the time and place in which it was written. So read, Cooley's scholarship was conventional in the values informing its interpretations, which is precisely what Cooley intended it to be. Even as a prodigious scholar, Cooley was a modest man. While he believed that law can be prudently modified only by gentle stages, it was not his purpose to keep the world just as he knew it, and he opposed constitutional interpretation serving to repress change responsive to the natural evolution in "the common thoughts of men" as their thinking is informed by the march of events. He did not presume to write for the ages, or even for the twentieth century.

I hope that consideration of Cooley's ill fate might help to inform debate on other issues involving interpretation of legal texts written at distant times and places. There may be abroad in the land an intellectual infirmity resistant to such contextual reading. It may be particularly fashionable to discredit our antecedents in American law and politics by taking their utterances out of context in order stolidly to apply them to very different circumstances arising in our own time, thereby to show the malevolence of the past. This form of political correctness can be denoted as intergenerational chauvinism; it is a mindset that ignores the sequence of the centuries, that forgets that the options open to those who lived in the nineteenth century were limited to those left behind by persons who lived in the eighteenth century.

To understand Cooley and the reasons for his high repute, it is necessary to understand what he was trying to do as a legal writer and how his efforts were informed by the world around him. While afflicted with normal human weakness and therefore vulnerable to the attractions of instrumental interpretation of legal texts, Cooley strove to resist those attractions and to be a "safe" writer, much as he strove to be a "safe" judge. In the Preface to the Taxation treatise, he explained his purpose:

The preparation of any treatise on taxation necessarily involves the presentation of disputed points, and the expression of opinions upon them. This has been done in the following pages. It has not been the purpose, however, to take any positions which it was not believed the authorities would justify; and if this has been done in any instance, the references which are made to authorities will doubtless enable the reader to detect the error.

In some other legal cultures, especially those based on Roman traditions, text-writers have long assumed a larger responsibility to guide judges to principles and results deemed most desirable by the text-writers. That tradition can be found alive and well in modern and post-

20. Taxation op. cit. n. 2 at iv. See also his Editor's Preface to Story op. cit. n. 4 at v-vi.
modern legal scholarship, which American judges seldom read, for the reason that they are under no professional obligation to regard academic authority. Cooley, unlike many moderns and post-moderns, accepted the subordinate status of a “secondary” authority; his words were written to have influence only to the extent that they accurately reflected the judgments of those having “primary” authority, i.e., sitting judges.\(^22\) An error not uncommon among those reviewing legal texts from a distance in time is to assume that the writer was recording his personal views of what the law ought to be, i.e., that his purpose in writing was largely instrumental. As a “safe” or conventional man of his time, Cooley must generally have shared the values and the impulses of the judges whose opinions he synthesized in his texts. But he wrote chiefly to assist his fellow judges in discerning patterns in their collective work, not to persuade them, and it was because they and other readers could detect his integrity and self-discipline in this respect that he was held in such esteem by his contemporaries. When Cooley reported the law in his texts, he was generally describing the actual conduct of judges and his report was therefore generally an accurate account of what other judges would do with like cases, at least in the near future.

II. CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS

In 1868, Cooley published Constitutional Limitations.\(^23\) It was the text of his lectures to law students; he modestly supposed that it might be of some use to clerks and minor officials.\(^24\) He was astonished when it was quickly recognized as a masterpiece of its kind.\(^25\) Lawrence Friedman has acknowledged it to be the most important law book “for its own generation.”\(^26\) Andrew McLaughlin went further, depicting the work as “the chiepest American law book.”\(^27\) The reviewer of the second edition for the most eminent legal periodical of the day was Holmes; he spoke the judgment of the profession:


\(^{23}\) Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1.

\(^{24}\) Henry Wade Rogers, Unpublished Biography of Thomas McIntyre Cooley in Rogers Papers, Bentley Library, University of Michigan (quoting Judge Graves).

\(^{25}\) It was “so far the best on the subject that little resort is had of late to any other.” Note, Cooley’s Constitutional Law, 21 Albany L. J. 328 (1881).


\(^{27}\) Andrew McLaughlin, Thomas McIntyre Cooley, 4 Dictionary of American Biography 392 (Alan Johnson & Dumas Malone eds., 1930); see also Harry Burns Hutchins, Thomas McIntyre Cooley, 7 Great American Lawyers 429, 472-73 (William Draper Lewis ed., 1909).
We have made a great deal of use of this book and have carefully compared the text with the authorities in many places. We consider it a very laborious, clear, and valuable work.28

A reviewer of the fourth edition appears to have expressed the opinion prevailing still later when he said that

It is impossible to exaggerate its merits. It is an ideal treatise, and not only a standard authority, but almost exclusively sovereign in its sphere. It is cited in every argument and opinion on the subjects of which it treats, and not only is the book authoritative as a digest of the law, but its author's opinions are regarded as almost conclusive.29

Constitutional Limitations was also necessarily a political tract, but its politics were mostly a politics of first principles, emphasizing the linkage between reported judicial decisions and the core of the national political culture embodied in the constitutional texts they were enforcing. Perhaps the book played a minor role in imprinting on American culture the prevailing ideas that constitutions limit government and are thus law as well as politics.30 The political reality to which he called attention was that state supreme courts had been, at least since the decision of the Supreme Court in Marbury v. Madison,31 invalidating state legislation found to be in violation of their state constitutions. Because those constitutions shared many common provisions, there were themes to be discerned in the cases interpreting them. Such themes provided the substance of Constitutional Limitations.

Although cautious in its representations, Cooley's work was nevertheless intellectually ambitious. It revealed close study of the Constitution of the United States, and equally close study of the constitutions of many states as well. In its comparative dimension, it resembled Francis Lieber's On Civil Liberty and Self-Government,32 to which numerous references were made. He contrasted the enumerated and more limited powers of Congress with those of state legislatures sharing with the British Parliament absolute power subject only to those constraints explicitly imposed upon them by constitutional texts. He was chiefly concerned with state constitutions because, at the time he wrote, these were the source of most limitations on the powers of state legislatures, who, in turn, were the source of most important legislation. He was not, in 1868, writing about the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, being ratified while he wrote.33

Cooley acknowledged in the preface that he wrote "in full sympathy

28. 6 AM. L. REV. 141, 142 (1871).
31. 1 Cranch. 137 (1803).
32. (1853).
33. Cooley did write a brief text on the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States as a supplement to Story op. cit. n. 4.
with all those restraints which the caution of the fathers has imposed upon the exercise of the powers of government...." Hostile twentieth century readers have attached significance to that comment as evidence of a desire on Cooley's part to manipulate his judicial readers in favor of weak government. The constitutions of the states about which he chiefly wrote had seldom been invoked to constrain legislators striving to restrain predatory capitalists. Constitutional law was not then in play to shield industry from progressive legislation. He was therefore affirming nothing more than that he accepted the premise of Marbury v. Madison, that the government and its officers are bound by the law. So far as appears, no contemporary of Cooley read the prefatory comment as a revelation of any political partisanship.

In an early chapter, Cooley dealt with problems of construction and interpretation, summarizing some of the analysis supplied in earlier works by Francis Lieber and Theodore Sedgwick. With Lieber, he distinguished construction from interpretation, and offered maxims to be employed in the performance of those judicial tasks. These were for the most part cautions against self-aggrandizement. He quoted as representative the statements of Chief Justice Bronson of New York:

> It is highly probable that inconvenience will result from following the Constitution as it is written. But that consideration can have no force with me. It is not for us, but for those who make the instrument, to supply its defects.

Although not denying, as he had said, that "some things are too plain to be written," he insisted that there is no principle of natural law or "spirit" in a constitution to justify extravagant constructions not founded in any

34. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at iv.
35. Jacobs op. cit. n. 14; Max Lerner, The Supreme Court and American Capitalism, 42 Yale L. J. 668, 692 (1933) (hereafter cited as Lerner).
36. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 38-84.
37. LEGAL AND POLITICAL HERMENEUTICS (2d ed, 1838). See also the reference in Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 44 n. 1 to Francis Lieber, On Civil Liberty and Self Government (1852).
39. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 38 n. 1.
40. E.g., "Give effect to the whole instrument." Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 57-59.
41. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 71, n. 2.
text set forth in the instrument;\textsuperscript{43} for this abnegation of natural law as constitutional law, he cited abundant authority.\textsuperscript{44} His tenor is captured in his treatment of constitutional doubt:

But when all legitimate lights for ascertaining the meaning of the Constitution have been made use of, it may still happen that the construction remains in doubt. In such a case, it seems clear that every one called upon to act where, in his opinion, the proposed action would be of doubtful constitutionality, is bound upon that doubt alone to abstain from acting. Whoever derives power from the Constitution to perform any public function, is disloyal to that instrument, and grossly derelict in duty, if he does that which he is not reasonably satisfied the Constitution permits. Whether the power be legislative, executive, or judicial, there is manifest disregard of constitutional and moral obligation by one who, having taken and oath to observe that instrument, takes part in an action which he cannot say he believes to be no violation of its provisions. \textsuperscript{...\textsuperscript{45} [emphasis supplied]}

Cooley also devoted a lengthy chapter to "the circumstances under which a legislative enactment may be declared unconstitutional,"\textsuperscript{46} again emphasizing throughout the chapter the importance of judicial self-restraint. He found no occasion to discuss \textit{Dred Scott},\textsuperscript{47} but his contemporary readers must surely have had that decision in mind when considering his injunction against judicial overreaching. He observed that courts were prudentely disinclined to proclaim constitutional limitations unless required to do so by a case presented to them for decision. He identified as established several principles later elaborated in the judicial opinions of Justice Brandeis, a later practitioner of judicial self-restraint.\textsuperscript{48} A second time, he emphasized that legislation cannot be invalid merely because it offends "the spirit" but not the text of a constitution\textsuperscript{49} and that judicial doubts must be resolved in favor of sustaining legislation of questionable validity.\textsuperscript{50}

\textsuperscript{43} But see Stephen A. Siegel, \textit{Historism in Late Nineteenth Century Constitutional Thought}, 1990 Wis. L. Rev. 1431, 1488-1514. Professor Siegel finds threads of natural law in Cooley’s adherence to a relativist and historical approach to constitutions, while conceding that his “historism” might be viewed as “an ideological mask” concealing his repressive purposes. While people do act from undisclosed motives and from instincts unrecognized even by themselves, it seems questionable whether a person such as Cooley who disavowed belief in natural law can be usefully said to have embraced it.

\textsuperscript{44} Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 73.

\textsuperscript{45} Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 73-74. Although Cooley favored federal antitrust legislation, he would presumably have disfavored the decision of its draftsmen to extend the law without limits, leaving the courts to establish in constitutional litigation the parameters of its application. \textit{Albert H. Walker, History of the Sherman Law of the United States of America} 12 (New York 1910).

\textsuperscript{46} Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 159-188.

\textsuperscript{47} Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. 393 (1857).

\textsuperscript{48} Compare, for example, \textit{Ashwander v. Tennessee Valley Authority}, 297 U.S. 288 (1936).

\textsuperscript{49} Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 169-172.

\textsuperscript{50} Citing more than a score of cases from as many different states and quoting Justice Lemuel Shaw of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 182.
This part of the treatise was the forebear of a celebrated article published a quarter century later by James Bradley Thayer. While they wrote at different times and in different contexts, and there may have been significant differences of degree between them, Cooley and Thayer both expressed a widely shared judgment of the American judiciary of the 19th century, for them tested and proved by the counterexample of Dred Scott, that courts should venture to employ their constitutional powers only on solid ground in the text and in the moral precepts of the national political culture. For sharing in this observation of reality, Thayer, too, has been identified as an uncaring reactionary, an identification, like that of Cooley, based on little evidence and

---

51. Thayer's oft-quoted counsel was that a court can invalidate legislation only when those who have the right to make laws have not merely made a mistake, but have made a very clear one - so clear that it is not open to rational question. This rule recognizes that, having regard to the great, complex, ever-unfolding exigencies of government, much which will seem unconstitutional to one man, or body of men, may reasonably not seem so to another; that the constitution often admits of different interpretations; that there is often a range of choice and judgment; that in such cases the constitution does not impose upon the legislature any one specific opinion, but leaves open this range of choice: that whatever choice is rational is constitutional.

The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine of Constitutional Law, 7 Harv. L. Rev. 129, 140 (1893) (hereafter cited as Thayer). This "clear error" test seems to go a bit further than Cooley ever did in his advocacy of judicial restraint. For comment on this aspect of Thayer's doctrine, see Robert F. Nagel, Name-Calling and The Clear Error Rule, 88 N.W. Univ. L. Rev. 193 (1993). For another statement by Cooley on the limits of constitutionalism as a political tool, see his address to the North Dakota Constitutional Convention on July 18, 1889, quoted in Alan R. Jones, Thomas M. Cooley and the Michigan Supreme Court: 1865-1885, 10 Am. J. Leg. Hist. 97, 121 (1966).


A constitution of government is addressed to the common sense of the people and never was designed for trials of logical skills or visionary speculation.

53. Of the two, Cooley was the more influential with contemporaries. He was senior to Thayer, Thayer expressed admiration for Constitutional Limitations and required his students to read Cooley's text for students, The General Principles of Constitutional Law in the United States of America (1880) (hereafter cited as Principles). Jones op. cit. n.14 at 247. Cooley likewise expressed agreement with Thayer's 1893 lecture. On the influence of Thayer on a trio of Justices, see Wallace Mendelson, The Influence of James B. Thayer upon the Work of Holmes, Brandeis, and Frankfurter, 31 Vand. L. Rev. 71 (1978).

54. Mark Tushnet, Thayer's Target: Judicial Review or Democracy? 88 N.W. Univ. L. Rev. 9 (1993) (hereafter cited as Tushnet). Tushnet infers a secret (perhaps even to himself?) motive of Thayer to rouse political opposition in legislatures to social reform legislation. Tushnet's is the first substantial paper in a symposium that includes contributions by two dozen distinguished constitutional scholars commenting on Thayer's 1893 essay. Tushnet's is one among many that seem chiefly preoccupied with the task of characterizing Thayer's politics: just how conservative was he? There are, I cheer, a number of other papers that seek to evaluate Thayer's wisdom or unwisdom on its own merits without psychologizing him. E.g., Ronald J. Allen, Constitutional Adjudication, The Demands of Knowledge, and Epistemological Modesty, 88 N.W. Univ. L. Rev. 436 (1993).

inaccurate. But even as late as Thayer’s time, there was no competing view: no one defended Dred Scott as an appropriate exercise of judicial power, and no one contended that courts could responsibly employ their constitutional powers to correct apparent oversights or even perceived injustices in the constitutions they were charged to enforce.

Many of the state constitutions of which Cooley wrote were readily and often amended. Indeed, New York in 1846 and Michigan in 1850, and other states as well, had entirely replaced their constitutions. The relative difficulty of amending the federal Constitution could affect the degree of judicial self-restraint appropriate to its construction. One might, for example, approve a decision such as Roe v. Wade yet disapprove the same interpretation of the more readily amendable constitutions of New York or Michigan. The appropriate degree of restraint might also be reasonably affected by the terms of employment of the particular court; judges subject to re-election might be thought to have different obligations than those enjoying tenure for “good behavior.” Thus, one might disapprove the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in Roe and yet believe it would be appropriate for an elected court such as most of which Cooley wrote.

Congruent with his view on the modest political role of constitutional adjudication was Cooley’s advice to draftsmen of state constitutions. His advice was to limit length and omit detail in order to prevent abuses of judicial power resulting from overenforcement of constitutions to invalidate laws deemed needful by state legislatures. He advised the North Dakota Convention in 1889:

[R]emember that times change, that men change, that new things are invented, new devices, new schemes, new plans, new uses of corporate power. . . . Take care to put proper instructions upon [the legislature] but at the same time leave what properly belongs in the field of legislation to the legislature of the future.

56. Thayer was active in several political causes separating him from hardened reaction. He was especially prominent in efforts to secure justice and protection for Native American; to that end, he addressed his concerns to Congress as a lobbyist. For a brief account of his activities, see Paul D. Carrington, Hail! Langdell!, 20 J. LAW & SOCIAL INQUIRY 691, 719 (1995). One may find in his concerns for Native Americans and Filipinos a measure of patronization, see Jay Hook, A Brief Life of James Bradley Thayer, 88 N.W. UNIV. L. REV. 1, 7 (1993), but if paternalism is a badge of reaction, then the New Dealers must also qualify for that label. Thayer also actively opposed the War with Spain as an unwelcome venture into imperialism. Our New Possessions, 12 HARV. L. REV. 464, 465-66 (1899).


58. 410 U.S. 113 (1973). I cite this case as perhaps the most aggressive use of the Court’s power in the 20th century.

59. These reasons may account for such differences as existed between Cooley and Thayer. Cooley was chiefly concerned with the enforcement of state constitutions, Thayer only with the federal. See Thayer op. cit. n. 51. See Tushnet op. cit. n. 54 at 27.


61. Quoted by Jones op. cit. n. 14 at 332.
In a chapter following his treatment of constitutional interpretation and the role of the judiciary, Cooley addressed the constitutional status of local government. As a judge, Cooley was himself in the forefront of those upholding the prerogatives of local government. As a text-writer, while acknowledging that the powers of municipal corporations depend upon the sufferance of state legislatures, he observed that local government in America preceded the erection of state government, and that the premise of our constitutions "is one of complete decentralization." Conceding that the "general disposition of the courts" had been to construe municipal charters strictly, he affirmed that limited local power and autonomy could be acquired by usage.

In his preference for localism, Cooley followed Lieber, who contended that civil liberty was dependent on active self-government, and that self-government could be best conducted locally. Lieber emphasized the contrast between "Anglican" institutions localizing political power and "Gallican" institutions that centralized it. The latter, Lieber observed, tended to be vulnerable to despotism and the loss of civil liberty, while the former tended to resist despotism and thus to secure civil liberty. This observation rested on the belief that citizens who often participate in government are, over time, more likely to respect one another's rights than are those who do not. Local governments, at least in the nineteenth century, seemed to afford more opportunities for participation and to reward those who participated with a greater sense of control over their lives and communities.

Although closer to recognizing Cooley's aims than many who have written about him in this century, Joan Williams mistook his support for

63. Constitutional Limitations, op. cit. n. 1 at 192:

... They have no inherent jurisdiction to make laws or adopt regulations of government; they are governments of enumerated powers, acting by a delegated authority; so that while the State legislature may exercise such powers of government coming within the designation of legislative power as are not expressly or impliedly prohibited, the local authorities can exercise those only which are expressly or impliedly conferred...

The creation of municipal corporations, and the conferring upon them of certain powers and subjecting them to corresponding duties, does not deprive the legislature of the State of that complete control over their citizens which was before possessed. It still has authority to amend their charters, enlarge or diminish their powers, extend their boundaries, consolidate two or more into one, overrule their action whenever it is deemed unwise, impolitic, or unjust, and even abolish them altogether in the legislative discretion.

Cooley wrote decades before the development of constitutional home rule for specified urban areas.

64. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 189.
65. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 195.
66. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 196-197.
67. This is the theme of Civil Liberty, op. cit. n. 56.
68. This distinction was also noted by 1 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, chap. 5, quoted by Cooley in Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 190, n. 3.
local self-government. She, with others, contrasted Cooley with John Forrest Dillon, the judge and professor in Iowa who was the author of a respected treatise on Municipal Corporations. She ascribed to Cooley a belief in “inherent local authority” that was denied by Dillon, both as judge and as treatise writer. Employing the dark arts of deconstruction, she finds Dillon’s real purpose to be protection of railroads and industrialists from socialist town governments and Cooley’s real purpose to be the denial of power to state legislatures, and “only secondarily an attempt to empower localities.” While Williams is not wrong that Cooley mistrusted state legislatures, he also mistrusted local governments, whom he did not suppose would often govern wisely or well. But Cooley found in state constitutions a purpose to diffuse power; he perceived it to be the aim of constitutions to limit the possibilities for catastrophic abuses of power and enlarge the chances that civil liberties would be protected over time.

His treatise is perhaps most suspect in this treatment of local government. Aside from his role as text-writer, he was an early advocate of home rule, a principle embraced by the Progressives of the next generation. And as member of the Supreme Court of Michigan, he not only interpreted the state constitution as one favoring local authority, but supported his interpretation with words of exceptional passion. Almost breathlessly, he explained:

If this charter of state government we call a constitution were all there was of constitutional command; if the usages, the customs, the maxims, that have sprung

---


71. Clinton v. Cedar Rapids & Missouri River Railroad, 24 Iowa 455 (1868).

72. Treatise on Municipal Corporations 52 (Chicago, 1872). There is, however, ample support in Cooley’s 1868 treatise for the position of Dillon that municipal corporations might in some functions have rights as private corporations, id. 70-94, and also cited People v. Hurlbut with approval, e.g., id at 66 n. 1. If, as it seems, Cooley’s politics were very different from Dillon’s, their differences are not very visible in their analyses of the cases bearing on the powers of municipal governments. Cooley favored local government and Dillon suspected it, but they read the cases in the same ways. Dillon’s treatise, like Cooley’s was long and widely cited because it was a complete and accurate account of what was happening.

73. She describes Dillon as “an academic ally of the robber barons of the Gilded Age,” Williams op. cit. n. 14 at 90. She infers that his work as a state and then federal judge in Iowa, and as a treatise writer, Dillon was at all times pursuing the main chance of big-time New York practice, an opportunity that came to him in 1878 when he accepted appointment as General Counsel to the Union Pacific Railroad: “He clearly designed his life to join the corporate elite by serving as its spokesman.” Id. at 97.

74. Williams op. cit. n. 14 at 149.

75. Lecture I: The Sentiment of Equality in American Politics, Johns Hopkins University (1878), unpublished manuscript in Box 1, Cooley Collection, Bentley Library, University of Michigan.
from the habits of life, modes of thought, methods of trying facts by the neighborhood, and mutual responsibility in neighborhood interests, the precepts which have come from the revolutions which overturned tyrannies, the sentiments of manly independence and self-control which impelled our ancestors to summon the local community to redress local evils, instead of relying upon King or legislature at a distance to do so, if a recognition of all these were to be stricken from the body of our constitutional law, a lifeless skeleton might remain, but the living spirit, that which gives force and attraction, which makes it valuable and draws it to the affections of the people, that which distinguishes it from the numberless constitutions, so called, which in Europe have been set up and thrown down in the last one hundred years, many of which in their expressions have seemed equally fair and to possess equal promise with ours, and have only been wanting in support and vitality which these alone can give, this living and breathing spirit, which supplies the interpretation of the words of the written charter, would be utterly lost and gone.\textsuperscript{76}

The 1868 chapter on local government prefigured his own 1870 decision in \textit{People v. Salem}\textsuperscript{77} in affirming that local tax revenues must be applied to a public, not a private purpose.\textsuperscript{78} He noted in his usual straightforward style cases authorizing municipal corporations to engage in public works outside their territorial limits and to become stockholders in private corporations, but judged that such cases have “gone to the very limits of constitutional power.” Surely, he speculated, a legislature could not require such a use of local tax revenues. No significant modification of his treatise was made in later editions to reflect his own court’s decision in the \textit{Salem} case,\textsuperscript{79} because he recognized his own decision as outlying the general pattern.

Cooley then devoted a substantial chapter to protections of personal liberty, chiefly rights arising in the enforcement of criminal law. Characteristic is his comment on the right to counsel. After reviewing the shortcoming of English law denying the right, he proclaimed:

With us, it is a universal principle of constitution law that the prisoner shall be allowed a defence by counsel. The humanity of the law has generally provided that, when the prisoner is unable to employ counsel the court may designate some one to defend him, who shall be paid by the government; but when no such provision is made, it is a duty which counsel so designated owes to his profession, to the court engaged in the trial, and to the cause of justice, not to withhold his best exertions in the defence of one who has the double misfortune to be stricken by poverty and accused of crime. No one is at liberty to decline such an appointment, and it is to be hoped that few would be disposed to do so.\textsuperscript{80}

Cooley thus stopped short of declaring a constitutional right not then existing, but he foretold a series of twentieth century decisions of the United States Supreme Court that would do so.\textsuperscript{81}

Following the chapter on the protection of personal liberty was one

\textsuperscript{76} 24 Mich. at 107.
\textsuperscript{77} 20 Mich. 452.
\textsuperscript{78} Constitutional Limitations, op. cit. n. 1 at 211-235.
\textsuperscript{79} See the fourth edition at p. 260-61 and 289.
of the protection of property. Cooley opened that chapter with a reference to the Magna Charta and its promise not to impose forfeitures of rights in land; he noted that such royal pledges are not needed here in light of the universality of due process clauses in American constitutions. He validated with citations the conclusion of Justice Johnson that “due process” is “intended to secure the individual from the arbitrary exercise of the powers of government, unrestrained by the established principles of private rights and distributive justice.” He was then at pains to distinguish between those vested rights that are entitled to the protections of due process from those interests that are too ephemeral to merit such protection. The distinction he made, it seems fair to say, is not a crisp one to the eye of a late twentieth century reader, entailing as it does further distinctions between property and speculative interests, and between rights and remedies, that are not always readily apparent. Yet it is not certain that the distinction has been greatly clarified in the 118 years since Cooley’s publication.

In this setting, Cooley included a section on “Unequal and Partial Legislation” that some later historians supposed he included for the ulterior purpose of lending aid and comfort to rich industrialists exploiting the weaknesses of the poor. In this section, he relied less on judicial authority. He quoted Locke's preference for “established laws, not to be varied in particular cases, but to have one rule for rich and poor, for the favorite at court and the countryman at plough,” and declared it a “maxim in the law, by which may be tested the authority and binding force of legislative enactments.” Oft-quoted was his affirmation that

Equality of rights, privileges, and legal capacities should be the aim of the law . . . The State, it is to be presumed, has no favors to bestow, and designs to inflict no arbitrary deprivation of rights. Special privileges are obnoxious, and discriminations against persons and classes are still more so, and as a rule of construction are always to be leaned against as probably not contemplated or designed.

This passage is a succinct statement of the idea most famously expressed by President Jackson in his bank veto message. It is a statement of the position of most American courts of the time, who disfavored as iniqui-

82. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 351.
85. Twiss op. cit. n. 14 at 18.
86. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 392, quoting Locke on Civil Government §142.
87. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 393.
88. James D. Richardson, 2 Compilations of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, 1789-1907 at 590 (1908).
tous the practice of issuing special charters and licenses. It presumed that government intervention would almost certainly serve the interests of the monied class. It was hardly imaginable to Cooley in 1868 that government might be used to restrain the predations of "arrogant wealth," or that his words would be invoked to invalidate legislative efforts to impose such restraints.

Cooley then accepted without pausing to question that legitimating reasons might justify gender distinctions. Nancy Erickson italicized Cooley's few words on this subject to emphasize their influence in support of legislation protective of women, legislation that she deemed to have been repressive of women. One of Louis Brandeis's most notable victories was to sustain just such a law, and few if any Americans of either gender in the Progressive era would have questioned Cooley's judgment, or that of other nineteenth century judges who accepted the need for laws protecting women.

Cooley then turned to liberty of speech and of the press, noting that a counterpart to the First Amendment of the United Constitution existed in every state. The protections, he observed, include the right intermperately to criticize the government and its officers. Other topics treated with care, and with exhaustive citation of cases, were religious liberty, the power of taxation and the power of eminent domain.

In a penultimate chapter, Cooley addressed "The Police Power of the States," that is their power to regulate the conduct of citizens. He supported the statement of Chief Justice Shaw of Massachusetts that all property is subject to general regulations necessary to the common good and general welfare, there being no "vested right to do wrong." He observed that the courts had extended this limitation to charters and contracts as well. More than once, he criticized the early Dartmouth College case for its tendency to entrench contract rights so as to forestall legislation needed to prevent antisocial consequences of contract performance. In a footnote in the second edition, he allowed himself to protest that:

> It is under the protection of [that] decision that the most enormous and threatening powers in our country have been created; some of the great and wealthy corporations having greater influence in the country at large, and upon the legislation of the country, than the states to which they owe their corporate existence. Every privilege granted or conferred - no matter by what means or by what pretense - being made inviolable by the Constitution, the government is frequently found stripped of its authority in very important particulars, by unwise, careless, or corrupt legislation; and a clause of the Federal Constitution, whose purpose

---

89. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 390, 393.
92. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 414-466.
93. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 573.
94. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 574-580.
was to preclude the repudiation of debts and just contracts, protects and perpetuates the evil.\textsuperscript{96}

While he noted a requirement that police regulations serve the general welfare, not merely private interests, he did not reiterate his earlier comments on the right to equality as a source of restraint on the police power. One could nevertheless infer that legislatures making arbitrary distinctions in the application of the lash of the police power could be restrained if they failed to meet the requirements of equality and impartiality stated in the earlier chapter.

\textit{Constitutional Limitations} was not only widely admired, it was, as noted, also widely cited. Indeed, the frequency of its citation in decisions that later historians disapproved led them to conclude that his influence was malign.\textsuperscript{97} It has been cited thousands of times by highest state courts and hundreds of times by the Supreme Court of the United States.\textsuperscript{98} Only a few of those references involved matters of interest to the historians who have depicted his work as manipulative.\textsuperscript{99}

To some extent, the text he wrote in 1868 would, like the judicial rhetoric he faithfully recorded, take on different meaning with the passage of time and the interposition of new social and political relationships. The industrialization of America proceeded apace\textsuperscript{100} as small workshops were replaced by factories, deflation crushed many small businesses, railroads charged rates disadvantageous and even ruinous to some farmers and some businesses, and sometimes to one another, industries ravaged natural resources, patent owners collected royalties on such simple and necessary products as barbed wire, and manufacturers learned to make and sell glitzy products that were ineffective or even harmful to users. Such consequences of industrialization accelerated through the last quarter of the 19th century\textsuperscript{101} creating many needs for regulation to protect the health and safety of citizens and especially to protect landless workers subjected to working conditions that were dangerous not only to themselves and their families, but also to the public interest, by whatever measure that


\textsuperscript{97} See especially Jacobs op. cit. n. 14 at 23-63.

\textsuperscript{98} See note 9 supra.

\textsuperscript{99} A sampling of those references tends to confirm that the treatment of the Police Power was not a striking feature of the treatise; many other sections were of equal or greater interest to the Court.


\textsuperscript{101} For an account of this process, see David Montgomery, \textit{Beyond Equality: Labor and the Radical Republicans, 1862-1872} (1967) and David Montgomery, \textit{The Fall of the House of Labor} (1987).
interest might be accounted.

In the decades following publication of *Constitutional Limitations*, many exercises of “the police power” to afford protections of the weak against exploitation by the strong were upheld by courts against constitutional challenges, and the Cooley treatise was cited in support of some of these decisions. On the other hand, there were other important police power cases in which Cooley was not cited by the Court. The constitutional limitations on the police power became a major political battleground between capitalists and those who sought to regulate them. Moreover, the ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment to the federal Constitution broadened the encounter by providing a new constitutional text from which those seeking to limit legislative power could derive support. In revising his treatise, Cooley faithfully reported these developments, but made no major changes in the structure of his presentation. Perhaps the most important difference between the editions was their increasing girth as more and more citations were added to support and illustrate the text.

Cooley’s was not the only secondary authority on the law limiting the police power of the states. Other authors would elaborate on that subject, two of whom bear notice here. Eighteen years after Cooley, Christopher Tiedeman, then at the University of Missouri, published a 600-page account of the limits, both state and federal, on the police power of the states. Tiedeman may in fact have been the social Darwinist that some later historians presumed Cooley to have been. His preface concluded:

> If the author succeeds in any measure in his attempt to awaken the public mind to a full appreciation of the power of constitutional limits to protect private rights against the radical experimentations of social reformers, he will feel that he has been amply requited for his labors in the cause of social order and personal rights.

---

102. *E.g.*, Chicago B. & Q. R. Co. v. Chicago, 166 U.S. 226, 236, 239 (1897); Davidson v. New Orleans, 96 U.S. 97 99 (1878); Richmond F. & P.R. Co. v. Richmond, 96 U.S. 521, 525 (1877); Boston Beer Co. v. Massachusetts, 97 U.S. 25, 26 (1877); Munn v. Illinois 94 U.S. 113 (1877).

103. *E.g.*, Slaughterhouse Cases, 16 Wall. 36 (1873); Butchers Union v. Crescent City, 111 U.S. 746 (1883); Barbier v. Connolly 110 U.S. 127 (1884); Yick Wo. v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886); Powell v. Pennsylvania, 127 U.S. 678 (1888).

104. After 1880, Cooley left the work of updating his treatise to others. His last substantial writing on Constitutional Law was the student text, *The General Principles of Constitutional Law* (1880).


106. See generally Richard Hofstadter, *Social Darwinism in American Thought* (rev. ed., 1955). This work tends to support the view of Hovenkamp that Social Darwinism was “the most overrated of Gilded Age ideologies.” Hovenkamp op. cit. n. 105 at 418.
liberty."

Unlike Cooley, Tiedeman argued that courts should review legislation to prevent manifest injustice and to assure legislative fidelity to the social contract, but regretfully acknowledged that it was settled American law that a court cannot nullify legislation simply because it conflicts with natural right. Tiedeman, again unlike Cooley, found no need for a section of his work on "unequal" legislation. He repeatedly emphasized, even more strongly than Cooley, the requirement that valid police regulation must have a legitimating public purpose, and cannot rest on legislative impulses that are irrational or intended to serve a private purpose.

Another eighteen years after the appearance of Tiedeman's book, yet another exhaustive work on the police power appeared. The 1904 work was by Ernst Freund. A professor at the University of Chicago, Freund's politics were far removed from those of Tiedeman; among his sometime allies were Jane Addams, Eugene Debs, Clarence Darrow, and Louis Brandeis. With Brandeis, Freund would be active in the movement to reform labor laws to protect workers with too little bargaining power to secure decent pay and working conditions. Freund's work reported many recent developments, acknowledging that most of the law on the limits of the police power had developed since the publication of

107. Tiedeman op. cit. n. 105 at vii-viii. The author expresses the Spencerian view that "[l]aw can never create social forces." Id. at 571. He also explains the subordination of married women as a right made by might. Id. 545. Cf. Statics op. cit. n. 12 at 188 (1892). Spencer's most influential work was STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY (London 1870).
108. Tiedeman op. cit. n. 105 at 6.
109. Tiedeman op. cit. n. 105 at 7.
110. Tiedeman may have been a bit quicker than Cooley to commend judicial decisions invalidating legislation as irrational. If so, he was sometimes, by the conventional reckoning of our time, correct: he argued that miscegenation laws are irrational and a denial of due process. "But the prejudice of race has been too strong even in the judicial minds of the contrary to secure for these laws a scientific considerations, and hence they have been repeatedly held to be constitutional." Tiedeman op. cit. n. 105 at 537.
114. The Chicago lawyer who won fame defending labor organizers and others accused of crime. For a biography, see IRVING STONE, CLARENCE DARROW FOR THE DEFENSE (1977).
115. Later Justice Brandeis, whose nomination by President Wilson was stoutly resisted by Republicans who alleged Brandeis to be a radical. His most recent biography is STEPHEN W. BASKERVILLE, LAWS AND LIMITATIONS: AN INTELLECTUAL PORTRAIT OF LOUIS DEMBITZ BRANDEIS (1994).
Cooley's first edition and was even yet in a formative stage.\textsuperscript{117} Freund, more than Cooley, was preoccupied with the principle of equality, devoting the final third part of his work to it.\textsuperscript{118} He accepted the doctrine stated by Cooley forbidding "class legislation" and devoted his efforts to analyzing what that broadly-stated restraint might mean in particular circumstances. That Freund, a lawyer unmistakably committed to the welfare of workers, found the law to be much as Cooley had described it further confirms the integrity of Cooley's work.

**III. COMMENTARIES ON THE U.S. CONSTITUTION**

*Constitutional Limitations* was chiefly a work on state constitutions and was written for the purpose of assisting state courts and lawyers appearing before them. Cooley did, however, write on the federal Constitution. In 1873, five years after publication of *Constitutional Limitations*, he produced an edition of Joseph's Story's *Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States*. Cooley's was the fourth edition of a work first published in 1833.\textsuperscript{119} It was then the one comprehensive book on the federal Constitution and was widely used for access to precedents interpreting that instrument. As editor, Cooley added references to cases decided in the previous fifteen years, thus bringing the work up to date. While the Story treatise remained in use and went through several later editions, it has seldom if ever been suggested that Cooley's editing of Story's work reflected a purpose to assure constitutional protections of laissez-faire economic policies. But examination of it does inform our understanding of who Cooley was and what he was trying to do.

Most of interest, Cooley added three chapters to Story's work, one each for the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments. Explaining these additions, he wrote:

> In preparing them, the editor has not been ambitious to enter upon original discussions, or to advance peculiar views; and he has contented himself with a brief commentary on the provisions and purposes of the amendments, aiming as far as possible to keep in harmony with the opinions and sentiments under the inspiration of which they were accepted as ratified in the several States.\textsuperscript{120}

Indeed there was little that was "original" or "peculiar" in the three chapters; in this, they further illustrate his modesty and self-restraint as a legal writer. On the other hand, they reveal Cooley's support for the aims of those amendments, and illuminate his understanding of the relationship between the state constitutional provisions of which he wrote in *Constitutional Limitations* and the provisions of the new Fourteenth Amendment.

\textsuperscript{117} Freund op. cit. n. 111 at v.  
\textsuperscript{118} Freund op. cit. n. 111 at 626-755.  
\textsuperscript{119} All editions were published by Little, Brown in Boston.  
\textsuperscript{120} 1 Story op. cit. n. 4 at v.
With respect to the Thirteenth Amendment, Cooley was very brief and gloating:

Nothing by way of comment can make its provisions plainer; the boast of English lawyers and philanthropists after Somerville’s case\(^{121}\) that “a slave cannot breathe in Britain, but the moment he sets foot upon her soil he becomes free,” is equally or even more strictly true in America.\(^{122}\)

With respect to the Fifteenth Amendment, Cooley explained that continued discrimination at the polls perpetuated a feeling of degradation and put blacks “at a serious disadvantage” in competition with others. A penultimate passage was so optimistic that it merits quoting at length:

This . . . amendment crowns the edifice of national liberty. Freedom is no longer sectional or partial. There are no longer privileged classes; the laws have ceased to be invidious, and all classes of citizens who are to be governed by them are admitted also to participate in their administration.

The question may indeed be raised, whether it be not possible that we have plunged into new dangers in laying thus broadly the basis of responsible citizenship. There are those who foresee only evil, and who prophesy only calamity. But evil is always prophesied when concession is made to democracy; when kings are set aside, when hereditary privileges are abolished or restricted, when the press is unmuzzled, when the conscience is set free. It was prophesied in England when toleration was extended to dissenters from the established church, and again when Catholics were emancipated, and again when political rights were extended to the Jews. Every step in that country towards making the parliament truly representative body of the whole nation, every disenfranchisement of decayed or corrupt boroughs, and every extension of the franchise to the people, has been earnestly opposed as fraught with danger to the state. Every step in America in the same direction has met with the like opposition. The rulers, whether they be kings or lords or privileged classes, always believe they rule by right divine. Power is safe in their hands, but it would be dangerous in the hands of the people at large: this is the assumption always where the demands of new classes for a voice in the government are to be resisted. The American people have assumed that which is most just is also the wisest and safest, and they trust to time and experience to justify their confidence. It is beyond question that many unfit persons will demand and exercise the right of suffrage, but no test that could be prescribed—whether of education, property, experience, race or color—could be completely effectual in separating out the fit from the unfit, the virtuous from the vicious, the patriotic and public-spirited from the selfish, mercenary and mean.\(^{123}\)

Cooley’s account of the Fourteenth Amendment was, of course, more pertinent to the evolution of limitations on the states’ police power, and therefore bears closer scrutiny here. It was written in 1872 when Reconstruction of the South was in full flower.\(^{124}\) Reflecting his pacific impulses, it begins with courtesies to the “great, brave but unsuccessful army now broken up and remanded to civil life . . .”\(^{125}\) He affirmed that

\(^{121}\) [Cooley’s footnote:] 20 State Trials 1; Lofft 18, Broom, Const. Law. 105.

\(^{122}\) 2 STORY op. cit. n. 4 at 645.

\(^{123}\) 2 STORY op. cit. n. 4 at 689-690.

\(^{124}\) See generally ERIC FONER, RECONSTRUCTION: AMERICA’S UNFINISHED REVOLUTION, 1863-1877 (1988).

\(^{125}\) 2 STORY op. cit. n. 4 at 648-649.
the Amendment responded to the need to protect the rights of freemen in the highly disturbed conditions then existing in the formerly Confederate states and also to the desire of those supporting the Union clearly to impose on citizens in Southern states the duty to share in repaying the nation's war debts.\textsuperscript{126} In protecting the rights of freemen, the Amendment explicitly overruled \textit{Dred Scott}, the widely reviled antebellum decision denying the constitutional status of citizenship to such persons.\textsuperscript{127}

Cooley then examined separately the several operative clauses of the Amendment. First, conceding that the "privileges or immunities" that states are forbidden to abridge cannot be satisfactorily enumerated, he explained the aim of that clause as an assurance to freemen that they would be protected by "equal and impartial laws which govern the whole community."\textsuperscript{128} He emphasized that the privileges to be protected are those of the citizens of the United States.\textsuperscript{129} In this assertion, he drew on a widely accepted opinion of Justice Bushrod Washington in an 1823 case interpreting the phrase "privileges and immunities" that citizens are assured by Article IV of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{130} Possibly the language of the Amendment could have sustained a broader interpretation of protected privileges. But, as the decisions of Justice Field demonstrate, such an interpretation would have been employed to the substantial disadvantage of states seeking to regulate harsh working conditions and other unwelcome consequences of industrialization.

As Phillip Paludan observed,\textsuperscript{131} in this restrained reading of the Privileges and Immunities Clause, Cooley regarded the Amendment more as a promise kept than as a promise made. Citing Story and Lieber, he quoted at length from the abolitionist Senator Charles Sumner's, assessment of the aim of the Fourteenth Amendment:

\begin{quote}
Here is the great charter of every human being drawing vital breath upon this soil, whatever may be his condition and whoever may be his parents. He may be poor, weak, humble, or black ... but before the Constitution all these distinctions disappear ... he is a MAN, the equal of all his fellow-men. He is one of the children of the state, which, like an impartial parent, regards all its offspring with
\end{quote}

\begin{enumerate}
\item 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 649. See Section 4 of the Fourteenth Amendment.
\item 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 653-656.
\item 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 657.
\item 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 658.
\item 130. Section 2 of Article IV as ratified in 1789 provides that "The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States." In Corfield v. Coryell, 6 Fed. Cas. 546 (1823), Justice Washington held that this clause did not preclude a state from limiting fishing rights in its streams to its own citizens, there being no federal right to fish. The Court, not citing Cooley, adopted the same interpretation in The Slaughterhouse Cases, 16 Wall. 36, 74 (1873). In his opinion in that case, Justice Miller enumerated some federal privileges, such as the right to travel to the seat of the government. Phillip Paludan complains that the list of privileges is too "miniscule." \textit{Law and The Failure of Reconstruction: The Case of Thomas Cooley}, 33 J. HIST. OF IDEAS 597 (1979) (hereafter cited as Paludan).
\item 131. Paludan op. cit. n. 130 at 608.
\end{enumerate}
equal care. . . . The state, imitating the divine justice, is no respecter of persons.132

Second, turning to the prohibition against deprivations without due process of law, Cooley first noted the purpose of protecting freemen from paternalistic deprivations ostensibly made for their own protection. Such, it was feared, would "keep the colored race for a time at least in [a] condition of pupillage and dependence" and perpetuating their degradation.133 He observed that due process of law imposed on the states the duty to protect all citizens against arbitrary procedures or arbitrary legislative enactments. The latter obligation he likened to that imposed on the English crown by the 29th chapter of the Magna Charta: there must be one "law of the land," the same for all.134 Thus, he concluded that the Due Process Clause merely federalized what was already the law of all states, commissioning the federal courts to enforce those pre-existing public duties.135 But, he cautioned:

All the property and vested rights of individuals are subject to such regulations of police as the legislature may establish with a view to protect the community and its several members against such use or employment thereof as would be injurious to society or unjust toward other individuals.136

As an example of a proper use of the police power, he affirmed the authority of the states to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors, and even to destroy such beverages if kept for sale in violation of the law.137 The author of these words was not a champion of laissez-faire, but a Prohibitionist138 and a harbinger of the Progressivism of the early 20th century.

Cooley's explanation that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was not a change of substance but merely provided a new federal enforcement mechanism for pre-existing state constitutional law was ratified by the Supreme Court.139 It was also supported by Ernst Freund when in 1904 he described the principle of substantive due process in terms redolent of antebellum state law reported in 1868 by Cooley. Freund stated the national law to be that

Where a restraint is confined to a special class of acts or occupations, that class must present the danger dealt with in a more marked and uniform degree than the

132. **2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 657-658, quoting 2 Speeches of Charles Sumner 341 (Edward L. Pierce ed., 1877). Sumner was, however, disappointed in the text of the Fourteenth Amendment. David H. Donald, Charles Sumner and The Rights of Man 262-264 (1967)).
133. 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 661-662.
134. 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 662-663.
135. 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 667.
136. 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 671.
137. 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 672.
139. This was the premise of both majority and dissenting opinions in the Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 U.S. 36 (1873).
classes omitted, and where the restraint is general, with certain exceptions, the excepted classes must either be entirely free from the danger, or the exception must tend to reduce the general danger, or a distinct and legitimate public policy must favor the toleration of the evil under circumstances where it is outweighed by great benefits.\textsuperscript{140}

Third, to Cooley the provision requiring the states to assure Equal Protect of the Law “would not seem to call for much remark.”\textsuperscript{141} He regarded this clause merely as a formal declaration of a principle pervading the whole “spirit” of the Constitution, that all are equal before the law,\textsuperscript{142} the central conviction of Jacksonian democrats. Here he cited the opinion of Chief Justice Shaw in Roberts v. Boston,\textsuperscript{143} the 1850 Massachusetts decision declining to desegregate public school and observed:

And now that is has become a settled rule of constitutional law that color or race is no badge of inferiority, we doubt if any distinction whatever either in right or in privilege, which has color or race for its sole basis, can either be established in the law or enforced where it had previously been established.\textsuperscript{144}

Cooley thus failed to foresee the revival of black codes in the South, an event that did not begin to occur until after 1875 as Reconstruction collapsed and the South was “redeemed” by its former ruling class.\textsuperscript{145}

As a judge, Cooley was himself responsible for the desegregation of the Detroit Public Schools. In 1869, his court ordered the Detroit Board of Education to admit black children to schools previously restricted to white children. Public schools in Detroit had been segregated from an early time when black children first began to appear in the community. The legislation creating the Detroit schools and governing their operation was silent on matters of attendance. There was, however, which provided somewhat enigmatically that local schools should be open “to residents of any district therein.” For other purposes, the general school of laws had been regarded as inapplicable to the Detroit schools, for those schools were the subject of a separate body of legislation. Justice Campbell argued that the clause quoted was (like the rest of the general school code) inapplicable to Detroit schools and did not, in any case, address issues of racial assignment. But the majority, led by Cooley, rejected Campbell’s interpretation of the statutes and held that the Detroit practice violated the new state law.\textsuperscript{146} Cooley also slyly noted that since the statute applied, “it does not become important to consider what would otherwise have been the

\textsuperscript{140} Freund op. cit. n. 111 at 755.
\textsuperscript{141} 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 676.
\textsuperscript{142} The term was in fact taken from the Magna Charta. It does not appear with the Due Process Clause in the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, but only in the Fourteenth, which limits the powers of the state legislatures.
\textsuperscript{143} 2 Story op. cit. n. 4 at 677.
\textsuperscript{145} People v. Bd. of Educ. of Detroit, 18 Mich. 400 (1869).
law,"147 thus implying the possibility that the practice of the Detroit schools was constitutionally proscribed. He refrained from quoting his own recently published text elaborating on his statement that "[e]quality of rights, privileges, and capacities unquestionably should be the aim of the law."148 Nor did he refer to the Equal Protection Clause of the recently adopted Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. Had he even in dicta pursued the avoided constitutional issue, his court's decision would have been a precedent of some weight favoring the dissent in the 1896 decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in Plessy v. Ferguson.149 And he might have enshrined his name in the history of the civil rights movement.

Fourth, Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment empowered Congress to enforce its provisions. Cooley explained the need for this provision as arising from the possibility that equal protection of the laws might be denied other than by direct denial by the state. He approved the Civil Rights legislation of 1871 as a proper use of Section 5.150

Finally, Cooley noted, in a passage demonstrating that he was not the mystic seer Max Lerner and others presumed him to be and had no idea of constitutionalizing laissez-faire:

  Important as [its provisions] unquestionably are, it is nevertheless to be observed that they have not been agreed upon for the purpose of enlarging the sphere of the powers of the general government or of taking from the states any of those just powers of government which in the original Constitution were "reserved to the States respectively." The existing division of sovereignty which has been found equal to the preservation of our liberties, not only in time of peace and general harmony but in the trials of a most desperate civil strife, is not disturbed by it[.] . . . The states, in adopting it, have not struck blindly and fatally at their reserved powers; they have rather given security that in certain important particulars they will not pervert or abuse them.151

Lerner supposed that Cooley should have foreseen what Holmes observed in 1930:

  I have not yet adequately expressed the more than anxiety that I feel at the ever increasing scope given to the Fourteenth Amendment in cutting down what I

147. 18 Mich. at 414.
148. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 393. He did, however, acknowledge the force of a state constitutional provision limiting the elective franchise to whites. Id. at 394. The Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States trumped this Michigan constitutional provision, but not until 1870.
149. 163 U.S. 537, 557 (1896)(Harlan, J. dissenting). Cf. Strader v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303 (1880)(holding that the Equal Protection Clause precludes state from restricting jury service to white persons). On the other hand, Cooley as chair of the interstate Commerce commission might be said to have invented the idea of "separate but equal" approved by the Court in Plessy. But the requirement of equality in railroad cars was enforced by Cooley's commission, with the result that there was very little separation of races in rail transport in the 19th century. Had the Court been equally vigorous in requiring equality among public schools, race relations in the twentieth century would have been a very different tale.
150. 2 STORY op. cit. n. 4 at 677. See Act of April 20, 1871, 17 Stat. 13.
151. 2 STORY op. cit. n. 4 at 683-685.
believe to be the constitutional rights of the states... I see hardly any limit but the sky to the invalidating of those rights if they happen to strike a majority of this Court as for any reason undesirable.152

Perhaps the pivotal even of the evolution that excited Holmes' "more than anxiety" was the decision of the Supreme Court in *Lochner v. New York*.153 *Lochner* was decided in 1905, the year that Ernst Freund published his work on the police power154 and seven years after the death of Cooley.155 The New York legislature had amended its labor code to forbid bakeries to employ bakers for more than 10 hours a day or 60 hours a week (a work week much closer to the average American's work week than readers in the late twentieth century readily imagine). Lochner, the owner of a bakery shop, was convicted of working his bakers an excessive number of hours. Lochner's lawyers cited numerous decisions of the Supreme Court and the recently published Freund treatise, as well as Cooley, for the proposition that the Court was obligated to decide whether there really is something significantly different about bakeries which would justify a special rule limiting hours of employment.156 They emphasized that the law applied only to bakers in bakeries and not those working in hotels or other places where bread is made, many of which provided their workers with more unhealthy work environments that did bakeries which were regulated by other provisions of the same statute to assure a reasonably health workplace. New York argued in defense of its law that Lochner had not carried the burden of persuasion that the statute was irrational. The state supplied the Court with no history or data justifying the regulation of hours of work or justifying a difference between bakers in bakeries and bakers in hotels, but merely asked the Court to take notice that New York legislators are presumptively reasonable.

A majority of the Court found that there was nothing special about bakeries, and held that the New York law was therefore "class legislation" violating the principle of equality in legislation and therefore proscribed by the Fourteenth Amendment. They emphasized that

[There is no contention that bakers as a class are not equal in intelligence and capacity to men in other trades or manual occupations... They are in no sense wards of the state.157

Finding that the law regulated labor and not health, the Court compared it to state laws forbidding the shoeing of horses without a license, a form of legislation recently invalidated by courts in New York158 and Illinois.159

153. 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
154. Freund op. cit. n. 111.
155. And six years after the death of Field.
156. Brief for plaintiff in error at 16, 24-27.
157. 198 U.S. at 56.
159. Bessette v. People, 193 Ill. 334 (1903).
They concluded that the public interest was "not in the slightest degree affected" by the bakers' hours of work.

Justice Harlan's dissent proceeded from the same legal premise as the majority but perceived its application to bakers in a different light. One justice joining in this dissent was Justice Day, Cooley's former student and intimate friend. This dissent took notice of the history of bakers' ill health and of literature reporting the dangers of prolonged inhalation of flour. While conceding that the legislation might have been initiated with an illicit legislative purpose, the dissent presumed that the legislature had determined "upon the fullest available information, and for the common good" that too many hours in a dusty bakery is especially harmful to workers.

Some disinterested commentators thought the decision correct. Roscoe Pound, however, forcefully criticized the majority opinion for its ignorance of the facts and took it as an occasion to advance his argument for what he denoted as sociological jurisprudence, i.e., the making of law on the basis of knowledge of law's social consequences. Critical of the Court, but perhaps somewhat ambivalent, was Andrew C. McLaughlin, a former student of Cooley who revered him. McLaughlin, stating views that Cooley would have been likely to share, observed that

"...we have outgrown in business activity and in social sentiment the conditions of individualism that were dominant in the early days of the Republic and for decades thereafter; we are face to face with the fact that society has duties and responsibilities and that any principles which set up isolated and individual right as over against community interest are at least fraught with danger, if they are not pure anachronism."

Nevertheless,

"[i]f a law to limit the hours of bakers, like that of New York recently passed on by the courts, has for its purpose, not the uplifting and protection of the health..."
and well-being of the community, but the giving of advantage to a certain class of workers without regard for the rights and desires of the rest, or if it is merely an attack on an employer's right of contract, it can hardly be supported as an exercise of the police power.\textsuperscript{168}

Freund, in commenting on \textit{Lochner}, made a similar concession to the principle of equality in legislation, but criticized the majority's blindness to the reality of working conditions in bakeries.\textsuperscript{169} He emphasized that the issue raised by an application of the principle of equality in legislation is often one of fact, not law. The majority had ignored the evidence on the central issue, i.e., whether there is something especially dangerous about working long hours in bakeries. Freund hoped that the Court when better informed would reach the opposite conclusion. And it was, indeed, a very short time before Louis Brandeis, Freund's political ally, would as an advocate persuade the Court to sustain a regulation of working conditions for women by presenting in his brief a surfeit of detailed social data as justification of the legislation under attack.\textsuperscript{170}

Whether a "Brandeis brief" could have turned the Court in \textit{Lochner} is uncertain. In any case, as Pound, McLaughlin, Freund, and Brandeis recognized, the outcome depended very little on the verbal formulation of the legal principle applied (the only part of the decision in any way connected with the Coolie treatise) and very much on what the Justices knew, or thought they knew, about bakeries. The majority opinion in \textit{Lochner} would be cited in a series of cases in which the Supreme Court found progressive state legislation unconstitutional,\textsuperscript{171} but the Court came in time to sustain must exercises of the police power upon a minimal showing of real effects on health and safety justifying the enactments.\textsuperscript{172}

Almost casual was the \textit{Lochner} dissent of Justice Holmes, writing

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[168.] \textit{A Written Constitution in Some of Its Historical Aspects in The Courts} 5 \textit{Mich. L. Rev.} 605, 620 (1907).
\item[169.] \textit{Limitation of Hours of Labor and the Federal Supreme Court}, 17 Green Bag 411 (1905).
\item[170.] \textit{Muller v. Oregon}, 208 U.S. 412 (1908). For a recent review of that decision, see Nancy Erickson, \textit{Muller v. Oregon Reconsidered: The Origins of a Sex-Based Doctrine of Liberty of Contract}, \textit{30 J. Labor Hist.} 228, 233 (1989) (hereafter cited as Erickson). Erickson disapproved of the result as an impairment of women's freedom of contract. Her reaction is a lively example of the difficulty of applying the moral and political values of our time to events a century past. As she acknowledges, Florence Kelley (with the support of men such as Ernst Freund and Louis Brandeis) strove to secure legislation limiting hours of work for women as a great and humane reform. 19th and early 20th century Progressives exulted in such enactment. Today, they seem anachronistic.
\item[171.] \textit{E.g. Adair v. United States}, 208 U.S. 161 (1908); \textit{Coppedge v. Kansas}, 236 U.S. 1 (1914); \textit{Adkins v. Children's Hospital}, 261 U.S. 525 (1923).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
only for himself.173 He refused to join issue on the factual question whether there is or is not something special about bakeries. He simply dismissed the majority as unduly preoccupied with a deductive methodology that proceeded from a false premise.174 He accused the Court of deciding the case "upon an economic theory which a large part of the country does not entertain." The theory he attributed to the majority was laissez-faire economics derived from the social Darwinism of Herbert Spencer.175 Ironically, Holmes may have been the member of the Lochner Court must sympathetic with the tenets of social Darwinism.176 Yet his cryptic opinion damning the majority as Spencer's adherents may have been an important source of the impression of later historians that Cooley, although his treatise so warmly approved by Holmes was not cited by the Lochner Court, must also be such an adherent.177

There is no reason to believe that Cooley, had he been alive and on the Court, would have joined the majority in Lochner. His adherence as a judge to the principles of self-restraint would alone have assured his deference to the New York legislature on such a matter. Moreover, Cooley was an advocate of health and safety law. Not only in Constitutional Limitations,178 and again in his chapter on the Fourteenth Amendment, but also in his more popular writing, he asserted the need to subordinate property and contract rights to the protection of public health and safety.

173. 198 U.S. 45, 75.

174. Pound celebrated Holmes' opinion as "the best exposition ... of sociological jurisprudence" for its rejection of the deductive methodology. Liberty of Contract, 18 Yale L.J. 454, 464 (1909).


[Holmes] was an unreconstructed social Darwinist on economic issues, believing in competition but also in combination as the logical end of competition. He was not at all interested in the humanitarian dimensions of work in an industrialized society. He did not think redistributive legislation had any meaningful effect, believing that consumption was the major pressure point of economic activity and that economic regulation only shifted the "bill" from one sector of the consuming public to another. He deferred to state legislation only because he did not think it appropriate for judges to pour substantive meaning into constitutional language absent an overwhelming textual mandate. He was not interested in social assimilation or the breaking down of class barriers, did not believe the future was an improvement on the past, and did not favor the state as an omnipresent policymaking force.

See also Ross op. cit. n. 175 at 66. Holmes' view of Spencer was expressed in his Summary of Events, Great Britain, 7 Am. L. Rev. 582 (1873). In that essay, he was critical of social Darwinism as "laying down a theory of government intended to establish its limits once for all by a logical deduction from axioms." However, he went on to assert that "a man rightly prefers his own interest to that of his neighbors" and that law "like every other device of man or beast, must tend in the long run to aid the survival of the fittest."

177. Gillman op. cit. n. 14 at 3.

178. Constitutional Limitations op. cit. n. 1 at 595.
He did not hesitate to support stringent quarantine and environmental laws to restrict the exercise of individual rights that endangered others. He also favored stronger regulation of enterprise to protect the land, deploring the savaging of timber resources by American pioneers. And in his revision of Story, as we have seen, he supported the prohibition of intoxicating liquors, perhaps the most extreme form of public health paternalism then practices.

Cooley would not, on the other hand, have joined in the opinion of Justice Holmes. Cooley believed that the principle Holmes was prepared to ignore was the essence not only of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, but also of the pre-existing state constitutions embodying the Jacksonian doctrine of Equal Rights. That doctrine imposed on the Court a solemn duty to prevent the New York legislature from succumbing to the blandishments of the rich and the powerful, or the well organized bakers, seeking advantage over those lacking influence in the corridors of power. He could have not joined in Holmes' washing of hands, but would have joined Justice Harlan in requiring a showing that New York had reasons that could withstand scrutiny in light of day.

Cooley's writing on the Fourteenth Amendment has drawn a second line of criticism seemingly at war with the assertions of those blaming him for the excessive activism of the Supreme Court in limiting the police power of the states. The competing criticism is that Cooley bears some responsibility for the failure of Reconstruction. Philip Paludan, for example, contended that Cooley's view of the role of the Court in interpreting the Privileges and Immunities and Equal Protection Clauses of the Amendment was unduly narrow. Paludan's criticism comes not from the generation enamored with the wisdom and humanity of the New Deal, but from a later generation viewing Cooley's writing from the perspective of Brown v. Board of Education. Paludan contends that Cooley failed to recognize that the Civil War had not merely saved the union, but had transformed it, resulting in the empowerment of the Supreme Court of the United States to impose its notions of equality on the state governments, especially those in the South. But in this error, if error it was, Cooley spoke for his time. Had the Fourteenth Amendment been presented to the generation who so reviled Dred Scott as a new commission to the Court to impose on suspect legislatures its doubtful wisdom on a wide range of social and economic issues, it would not merely have failed of ratification,

182. E.g., PALUDAN, op. cit. n. 130.
but would have been repudiated on almost every side. The Amendment was presented to the people in the only way that it could have won approval, as an instrument declaratory of existing rights.\textsuperscript{184} No honest legal writing of Cooley’s time could have described the effect of the Amendment in terms less modest than those Cooley employed.

\textbf{IV. CONCLUSION}

In their misperception of the aims of \textit{Constitutional Limitations} and their erroneous assumption that it was a significant cause of the development of American constitutional law even in the twentieth century, historians and others may have been misled by the style of judicial opinions.\textsuperscript{185} Most opinions of a court are written defensively. They tend to disavow personal responsibility of judges for the political consequences of their decisions. One need not be a judge to recognize the prudence of attributing one’s unwelcomed decisions to others, preferably some abstract other, such as “the law” or “the rules” or “management.” Moreover, this style of disavowal serves to remind judges that they have professional duties to restrain their personal impulses, that indeed the law is not their to shape to their personal desires. To the author of an opinion of the court, the most attractive citation may well be one invoking an authority that might be expected to be resistant to the result being justified, for such citations tend to confirm the disinterestedness of the court.

But the style of deference to authority seldom if ever so beguiles an American judge that he or she would heed the advice of a mere treatise writer on a politically sensitive question. Beneath the vencer of deference to authority are found in most American judges the strong wills of politically active persons. They are almost without exception persons with ideas of their own about the merits of significant legislation and about the appropriate measure of the judicial role in imposing constitutional limitations.\textsuperscript{186} Even a fellow judge as eminent as Cooley, as a mere text-writer having no vote in the collegium, is unlikely to have significant influence on the resolution of particular issues having substantial political content. To be cited by a court on an issue laden with political implications is not to have influence, but to be used.

For example, Cooley would not have materially influence the constitutional decisions of Justice Stephen Johnson Field.\textsuperscript{187} Field was the younger brother of David Dudley, and in his youth, with his brother, an

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{185} Lawyers may also sometimes forget. E.g. Erickson, op. cit. n. 170 at 232-233.
\end{itemize}
ardent advocate of the Jacksonian doctrine of Equal Rights. He had moved to California in the Gold Rush of 1849, gained election to the Supreme Court of California, and been appointed by President Lincoln in 1864 to the Supreme Court of the United States. Perhaps as much as any other Justice, Field was responsible for enlarging the Fourteenth Amendment restraint on the state police power. Field had served in the rustic California legislature of the 1850s and was keenly aware of the ignorance and venality sometimes controlling the actions of such bodies. Moreover, he served on the Court for over three decades, an experience that did not diminish his confidence that his political wisdom was superior to that of almost any legislature. And he had experienced many years of abuse (possibly merited abuse) from members of “the public,” leading his biographer to conclude that he felt little sympathy for the masses, whom he regarded as an ugly mob. He was for these reasons increasingly quick to conclude that legislation was so violative of the principle of Equal Rights as to be vulnerable to challenge under the Fourteenth Amendment. Justice Field preferred to find the textual basis for limiting the power of state legislatures not in the Due Process Clause, but in the Privileges and Immunities Clause. Field also invoked the Declaration of Independence in support of his view that the right to the “pursuit of happiness” included the right to pursue any lawful business or vocation. While Field’s broad interpretation of the Privileges and Immunities Clause did not prevail, he was surely much more influential than Cooley in moving his brethren in the direction of what today might be described as strict scrutiny of economic regulation by the states.

By helping lawyers and courts find what other courts were doing and thinking, Constitutional Limitations did contribute to the socializing influence on later judges of the traditions wrought by those who had come before. Most judges invalidating particular exercises of the police power (who were on that account later identified as “conservative”) were indeed simply employing the rhetoric and the traditions of their predecessors faithfully reported and synthesized by Cooley. But they were invoking the rhetoric and the tradition in circumstances quite different from those that were in the minds of those forebears. If they sometimes erred, it was their flawed judgment and not the rhetoric or the tradition they invoked for support of that judgment that was chiefly responsible.

189. “No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United States...” Field’s position was developed in his dissenting opinion in The Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 U.S. 36 (1873). See also Bertemeyer v. Iowa, 85 Y.S. 129 (1874).
190. Butchers’ Union v. Crescent City Livestock Lending and Slaughterhouse Co., 111 U.S. 746, 756 (1884). He also cited Adam Smith, long a favorite with the followers of William Leggett, in concluding that the right to butcher livestock is an inalienable right.
Reconsideration of the first part of Constitutional Limitations confirms the instrumental nature of legal citation. There, as we have seen, Cooley strenuously cautioned against self-aggrandizement by judges. Had later courts invalidating progressive state legislation paid heed to this part of the treatise, and embraced the principle of self-restraint announced by Cooley, they would have reached very different results. Indeed, they would have upheld even legislation that they regarded as probably unconstitutional; so long as they acknowledged doubt about the appropriateness of an exercise of power, they would have withheld judgment.

Those twentieth century judges who found in Cooley’s texts authority for the invalidation of progressive legislation were engaging in a form of verbal manipulation all too common among lawyers and judges. Alas, some of the New Deal historians who blamed Cooley for the poor judgment of his successors were often no more faithful to Cooley’s meanings than were the judges rendering the decisions they disapproved. Nor, again alas, have some of the more recent students of Cooley’s work, who have found in it signs of a dark purpose to facilitate the oppression of women, minorities, laborers, and other victims of capitalist predation. Cooley, like the judges whose opinions he faithfully synthesized, was motivated by no such aims. He was, to use a term now again in vogue, a pragmatist192 trying to help courts shaping their constitutions to serve citizens as they might have hoped to be served.